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Double blind 
randomized trials

The outcome of 
composites of death
and myocardial 
infarction with or 
without refractory
angina
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A person measuring, ascertaining or recording the outcome is an 

‘outcome assessor’:

i. an observer not directly involved in the intervention provided
to the participant, such as an adjudication committee, a
biologist performing an automated test, or a health professional
recording outcomes from health records or disease registries.

Ii. the participant when the outcome is participant-reported: for
example pain, quality of life, or self-completed questionnaire
evaluating depression, anxiety or function.

iii. the intervention provider when the outcome is the result of a
therapeutic decision such as a decision to offer a surgical
intervention or to discharge the patient.



Reporting
Often inadequate in trial reports.

‘26% of journal articles reported no information 
on blinding whatsoever beyond the
trial being ‘double blind’.

More details in protocols

Haahr Clin Trials 2006, Hróbjartsson et al. JCE 2009



Whether outcome assessors were aware of the 

intervention received by study participants?

It is important to determine whether outcome assessments 

were made blinded to intervention assignment. If blinding 

was successfully implemented, then the risk of bias due to 

differential measurement error is low.

Component 1: were outcome assessors intended to be 

blind?

Component 2: was intention of blinding successful?



When is blinding of outcome assessors intended?

Green flag
-”Outcome assessors were blinded”
-”Non-blind participants and blind outcome assessor”
-”Double-blind drug trial with no indication of lack of blinding of 
outcome assessor"

Red flag
-"single blind" or "double-blind" only information
-external assessors not involved in patient care (but blinding not 
mentioned explicit)
-”Blind assessors interviewed non-blind patients”



When is blinding of outcome assessors successful?

Green flag
Pre-trial testing of matching of compared interventions
Assessor interaction with non-blind patients and description of procedures 
to handle cases of accidental unblinding
No tell-tale effects

Red flags
Assessor interaction with non-blind patients and no procedures to handle 
the risk of unblinding
Tell-tale effects (taste of zinc)
Run-in periods (active or placebo)

Probably less important than if blinding was intended.

Bello JCE 2017





Subjective outcomes 
involving judgement
moderate to high inter-observer variation

Objective outcomes
not involving judgement
no or low inter-observer variation

Other uses of subjective/objective not relevant for RoB2
Objective: observer-reported
Subjective: inherently private to a person

Moustgaard JCE 2014
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Lampard’s shot, 2010 World Cup. England trailing 
Germany 1:2. Goal or not?



Was it likely that assessment was influenced by 
knowledge of intervention?
When the outcome assessor could have been influenced 
by knowledge of intervention received, users should 
assess whether it is likely that such influence occurred.

Considerations: trial context
Preconceptions
Hope
Hunches

Conflicts of interest



Red flags: high risk of bias
Experimental intervention vs no-treatment or usual care control
Outcome assessors strongly engaged in other parts of the trial
Outcome with high degree of subjectivity

Green Flags: some concern
Active control group
External outcome assessor not otherwise engaged in the trial
Low degree of outcome subjectivity

Click to add text





Blinding terminology in flux 
”double-blind” carry different meanings to different authors

Look for direct descriptions

Reporting of blinding often inadequate
in publications 

Use supplemental sources of information

Information on risk of unblinding often missing
assessment informal, absent and not reported

If suspected, contact authors

RoB2 involves judgements based on imperfect information



Outcome: radiographic 
union

Non-blinded surgeons, 
reported in paper: 
OR 0.74 (0.43 to 1.23)

Blinded radiologists, 
not reported in paper:
OR 1.23 (0.53 to 2.89)



719 patients randomised to echinacea tablets vs placebo VS echinacea 
tablets vs no-treatment.

“Patients were assigned to 1 of 4 parallel groups: no pills, placebo pills 
(blinded), echinacea pills (blinded), or Echinacea pills (unblinded, open-
label).”

“Placebo and echinacea tablets contained the same proportions
of inert ingredients and were covered with identical
digestible coatings”.

“The primary outcome was the area under the curve for global severity, with 
severity assessed twice daily by self-report using the Wisconsin Upper 
Respiratory Symptom Survey, short version”.

“Blinding seemed to be intact. Of the 363 participants who received pills and 
were blinded, 141 (39%) guessed their assignment correctly …” Hróbjartsson IJE 2014
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